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Be the 1st major manufacturer to bring to 

market a zero-emission commercial aircraft by 

2035

Pioneering Sustainable Aerospace

Contribute to achieving industry-wide climate 

goal of net-zero carbon emissions by

2050

Airbus ambitions





Airbus delivers efficient aircraft today

A complete family of eco-efficient aircraft

25% less CO2

25% less CO2

20% less CO2

25% less CO2

Purpose-built for

efficiency

Powering

into the future

Shaping the

future of air travel

CO2 per seat:
A220/A330/A350 compared to previous generation aircraft. 
A320neo compared to CEO

Unbeatable fuel

efficiency



The first 100% SAF test flight 

on A350 took place on 17 

March, 2021.

Airbus aircraft to be fully 

compatible with 100% SAF 

between 2025 and 2030

Airbus, Rolls-Royce, DLR, 

Neste and research 

institutions consortium

SAF is a key decarbonisation pillar

Airbus and partners leading 100% SAF journey
Pioneering Emission and Climate Impact of Alternative Fuels (ECLIF3)

First helicopter H145 

has flown on SAF on 7 

June, 2021



SupAero Conference - 10/10/2020 - Eric Maury 



Why hydrogen?

ZERO-EMISSION AIRCRAFT

Zero emission: H2 emits no CO2
* & has the 

potential to reduce non-CO2 emissions (i.e. NOx) 

& persistent contrails 
(*if generated from renewables via electrolysis)

Versatility: H2 could be used as an ingredient 

of Sustainable Aviation Fuel* or directly on-board 

an aircraft through direct combustion or fuel cells

(*combined with captured CO2 to produce Power-

to-Liquid synthetic fuel)

Declining costs: the cost of producing H2 is 

likely to decline over the next decades as it gets 

widely adopted by various industries. This will 

make zero-emission flying increasingly 

economical



Challenges to H2 adoption

Technology compatibility: 

bringing weight & cost down

Regulatory: standardisation 

(technology & rules)

Infrastructure: step-by-step 

transition and long term plan 

H2 availability & cost: growth of 

renewable electricity and hydrogen 

ecosystem (supply/demand)

ZERO-EMISSION AIRCRAFT



Hydrogen Hubs at Airports

Airport hydrogen hubs will:

● Prepare regulations and standards for 

the handling of hydrogen at airports

● Ensure that a large number of airports 

worldwide are supplied with LH2 by 

2035

● Foster efficiency improvements and 

cost reductions in hydrogen 

liquefaction, storage and distribution

Why Airports as Hydrogen Hubs?

● Airports are heavy goods transport 

hubs (machinery, buses, trucks, 

….and aircraft)

● Heavy transport requires hydrogen for 

decarbonisation

● Airports hydrogen hubs which will also 

prepare for zero emission aviation



Key dates

2018: Project launch 

2020: Concept unveiling  

2025: Launch ready 

2030-2035: Estimated entry-into-

service

ZERO-EMISSION AIRCRAFT




